The power of the water
Lahuen Co means “miraculous waters” in mapuche language. The term spa comes from the Latin phrase
in “salutem to per acqua”.
The water in Lahuen Co -Spa arise naturally from the earth entrails in a succession of springs with
temperatures over 60°C. These slopes are located in a cross-sectional valley of glacier origin, around
which the Oconi River, tributary of Carilafquen Lake and the stream Don Carmelo circulates crossing a
mallín area.
Without water life would not be possible, reason why from always an extraordinary power has been
recognized in it.

Composition of the Epulafquen thermal water
Chemical physical analysis:
Total mineralization…………….2.070 mg/l
PH……………………………………7,2 / 7,7
Chloride ……………………………617 mg/l
Sulphate………………………..……470 mg/l
Calcium……………………………....108 mg/l
Magnesium …………………………16 mg/l
Silica and seaweed termofilas.
Interpretation of the analysis of waters (*):
(*) Report elaborated by the Dr. Hugo Ficosecco, specialist in termalism.
By their chemical characteristics, the waters of Lahuen Co or Doña Sara, classify within cloruradas waters.
Metalists and volcanic faults originate themselves in deep layers in relation to filones.The sulphate
presence in this water gives to an appreciable value for indications on the skin and the respiratory
apparatus him. Equally the presence of other chemical elements in its constitution is interesting, such as
Calcium, Magnesium and Silica.By their high mineralización (more than 2,000 mg/l) the cloruradas waters
can exert diverse effects on the organism and thus, on the skin, the hypertonics act like anti-inflammatory
antiflogísticas and, slightly disinfectants.In addition they are recommended for Reumatismos chronic (…)
and for the treatment of sequels of traumatismos and burns.The psoriásicas manifestations (…) they can
improve in evolution and even facilitate the “blanqueamiento” with the topical cures with cloruradas
waters, and as much more if they are associated to the helioterapia.
Important: Lahuen Co, spa termal de montaña is not a medical center; we do not have treatments of
any type. We did not count specifically on protocols for the suitable attention of diseases. The benefits of
thermal waters are an integral addition that completes a special experience.
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The surroundings of Lahuen Co are also blessed by a myriad of defrosting streams, lakes of origin glacier,
lagoons and rivers. The mountain contributes to the air and to the water the negative ionization that
contributes to the renovation of the individual.
From the antiquity the purity of the water has been celebrated, has served also calm the thirst. The water
that you drink in our spa, conserves all its natural energy since it comes from a stream of slope and
defrosting. For its safe ingestion, it is treated previously, but without aggregates of any type.
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